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From the time international students arrive on US college/university campuses to the time they enter the job market—wherever they decide to do so—they are faced with new contexts and cultures, constantly needing to learn new communicative strategies. But academic institutions either pay limited attention to this area (understandably so, because of greater demands of academic programs) or view professional communication skills as “add-on” rather than integral to academic growth and success. The speaker will discuss how international students learn cross-cultural and context-specific communication skills as part of their professional development, then discuss effective interventions that institutions and mentors can make. What does research show about how international students learn to communicate with local/host, multi-national, and outside audiences? What are the best practices that faculty use for enhancing cross-cultural communication and global perspectives among their students? What can campus support systems and services do to better professionalize international students for increasingly diverse and rapidly changing workplaces? Using case studies of programs on cross-cultural communication and diversity initiatives, the presentation will highlight how institutions can foster communication skills without divorcing its academic aspect from the professional.
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